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**R & H CHROME ALLOY WELD-ON MULCHER BLADE INSERTS**
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### *** MULCHER BLADE ASSEMBLIES ***

#### RH 435 SERIES MULCHER BLADE

To fit: Button Willow or Johnson Mulcher

**Description:**

Constructed of a High Chrome Alloy insert (RH 430 or RH 431) welded onto a mild steel backing.

- **Length:** 5-1/4"
- **Thickness:** 3/8” except where noted
- **Width:** varies with hole spacing

**Variations:**

- **RH 435:**
  - 9/16” holes with 1-1/2” spacing
- **RH 435-31:**
  - 9/16” holes with 1-1/2” spacing 1/4” thick
- **RH 435 BW-2:**
  - 9/16” holes with 1” spacing
- **RH 435 BW-2 - 7/16:**
  - 7/16” holes with 1” spacing
- **RH 435 BW-3:**
  - 9/16” holes with 1-3/4” spacing
- **RH 435 J:**
  - 9/16” holes with 1-1/4” spacing
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### *** TO FIT BUTTON WILLOW ***

#### RH 430 BW WELD-ON MULCHER INSERT

To fit: Button Willow straight blade

- **Length:** 3-1/2"
- **Height:** 3-5/8"
- **Width:** 1/2"
- **Thickness:** 7/16”
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#### RH 430 BW LEFT or RIGHT WELD-ON MULCHER INSERT

To fit: Button Willow left or right curved blade

- **Length:** 3-1/2"
- **Height:** 3-5/8"
- **Width:** 1/2"
- **Thickness:** 7/16”
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#### RH 430 BW LEFT or RIGHT WELD-ON MULCHER INSERT - MODIFIED

To fit: Button Willow straight blade

- **Length:** 3-9/16"
- **Height:** 3-9/16"
- **Thickness:** 7/16”
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#### RH 430 BWM WELD-ON MULCHER INSERT - MODIFIED

To fit: Button Willow left or right curved blade

- **Length:** 3-9/16"
- **Height:** 3-9/16"
- **Thickness:** 7/16”
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### INSERTS

#### RH 430 WELD-ON 3/8” MULCHER INSERT

- **Length:** 4-7/16"
- **Thickness:** 3/8”
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#### RH 431 WELD-ON 1/4” MULCHER INSERT

- **Length:** 4-7/16"
- **Thickness:** 1/4”
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### *** TO FIT RAU POWERTILL ***

** RH 434 WELD-ON MULCHER CAP **

Length: 3-3/4"
Width: 1-1/2"
Thickness: 1/2"

### *** TO FIT HOWARD ***

** RH 433 LEFT or RIGHT WELD-ON MULCHER CAP **

Length: 4-3/4"
Width: 2-3/4"
Thickness: 3/4"

** RH 437 WELD-ON MULCHER TIP **

Length: 3-3/4"
Width: 2"
Thickness: 5/8"

** RH 429 ROTARY PLOW BLADE **

Length: 4-1/4"
Width: 1-1/2"
Thickness: 1/4"
Holes: 5/16"
Spacing: 13/16"

NOTE: RH 429 blade is made of steel with a 1” section of Chrome Alloy welded onto each end.

** RH 430 C WELD-ON CURVED MULCHER INSERT **

Length: 3-1/2"
Width: 1/2"
Thickness: 3/8"

** RH 432 WELD-ON AERATOR INSERT **

Height: 2-3/4"
Width: 2-7/8"
Thickness: 1-1/8"

** RH 438 WELD-ON CURVED MULCHER BLADE INSERT **

To fit: One-hole, curved mulcher blade

Length: 4-3/4"
Amount of curve: 2"
Width: 2-1/2"
Thickness: 3/8"

### ** MISCELLANEOUS MULCHER INSERTS **

** RH 434 WELD-ON CURVED MULCHER INSERT **

Length: 3-1/2"
Width: 1/2"
Thickness: 3/8"

** RH 432 WELD-ON AERATOR INSERT **

Height: 2-3/4"
Width: 2-7/8"
Thickness: 1-1/8"

** RH 438 WELD-ON CURVED MULCHER BLADE INSERT **

To fit: One-hole, curved mulcher blade

Length: 4-3/4"
Amount of curve: 2"
Width: 2-1/2"
Thickness: 3/8"

### COMPOSTING PARTS

** RH 427 WELD-ON COMPOST CAP **

Length: 3"
Width: 2-1/4"
Thickness: 5/8"

** RH 933 COMPOST TIP **

Length: 6"
Width: 3-1/4"
Thickness: 1-1/2"
Hole spacing: 3"
Holes: 1/2", hex countersunk

** RH 502 MN LEFT or RIGHT COMPOST BLADES (MANGANESE) **

Length: 11-3/4"
Width: 4"
Thickness: 1/2"
Holes:
Top: 1"
Bottom: 5/8"
Hole spacing: 2"